Mosaic PRE-CUTS & Supplies
Weldbond Mosaic Glue
Non-toxic, water resistant white adhesive that dries clear
and bonds to most any surface! Can also be diluted with
water and added to mosaic grout for a stronger bond. Mix
with 5 parts of water and add to concrete to increase the
strength of stepping stones by 30%! 12 oz.
#245

Mosaic Pattern Shears
Now you can cut out your favorite stained glass
pattern to use as a mosaic pattern! These extrawide pattern shears will remove a wide 1/8” line out
of your paper pattern, leaving a perfect size grout line
between each pattern piece. This is an excellent time
saver that every mosaic artist will appreciate!
#MA375

Glass Mosaic Cutters
Gentle, scissor-like pressure is all it takes to cut
any type of glass! The large, sharp carbide wheels
remove glass without scoring a line and are perfect
for quickly trimming glass when making mosaics,
lamps, windows, or other stained glass work. A
handy tool for any glass crafter!
#3303

Mosaic Tile Nippers
These cutters are the ‘groziers’ of the mosaic world. Use
them to nip off small chunks and to do final shaping of
your mosaic pieces. Made from drop-forged steel with
tungsten carbide jaws ensure nippers will stay sharp and
last a long time.
#2450

MosaicStone Cement
For strong coasters and tiles that will not crack, use
the cement that looks and feels like ceramic tile! Fine
white cement dries in under an hour. Available in
two pound and twenty-pound economy size. Use the
cement colorant below to create most any color.
#MS129
2 lbs.
#MS130
20 lbs.
UPS NOTE: All orders for boxes of MosaicStone Cement will
have an overweight UPS surcharge of $5. per box.

Add Some Color to Your Cement!
Color your white MosaicStone Cement
or FlashCrete Cement to coordinate or
contrast with your mosaic glass colors!
Use for mosaic tiles, clocks, boxes,
trivets and stepping stones! Each 3 oz.
container will color approximately five
pounds of cement!
#MS257
Sandstone
#MS271 Terra Cotta
#MS261
Deco Rose
#MS275 Charcoal Black
#MSP267 Garden Green (premium)
#MSP269 Sky Blue (premium)
Mix & Match all Colorant for Quantity Discount!

Colorful Mosaic Grout
11⁄2 pound containers of grout specifically made for
mosaic work in popular decorator colors!
#242
Black
#243
Terra Cotta
#249
Sahara Sand
#244
White
#250
Almond

Mosaic PRE-CUTS
Save time with these colorful PRE-CUT
mosaic kits that fit nicely into the 8”
round (#MF111) or 8” square (#7588)
stepping stone forms. Order several
to use in larger mosaic projects and
stepping stones. Great for beginners or
for fast gifts and craft show sales!
#PC9900
Bumble Bee

#PC9904
Butterfly

#PC9905
Grapes

#PC9901
Cardinal

#PC9906
Hummingbird

#PC9902
Fish

#9908
Frog

#PC9903
Red Rose

#PC9911
Red Rose

